Molecular genetic approach to the characterization of the "Down syndrome region" of chromosome 21.
The cytogenetically defined "Down syndrome region" of chromosome 21 has been characterized by DNA analysis in patients with partial trisomy 21 with or without Down syndrome features. Single-copy DNA sequences mapped on chromosome 21 were used to determine copy number by polymorphism and/or dosage analysis in the patients. Given our results, which in some patients were in disagreement with their cytogenetic descriptions, trisomy for locus D21S13 through locus D21S58 is excluded from significant contribution to many Down syndrome features. The minimal chromosome region necessary in triplicate to result in the Down syndrome phenotypes in the patients characterized includes the area from locus D21S55 to locus COL6A1. We could not analyze the region between loci D21S58 and D21S55 and between COL6A1 and 21qter at the molecular level due to a lack of DNA probes and, consequently, the contribution of these areas to a Down syndrome phenotype when present in three copies is unknown. The molecular cloning and mapping of chromosome 21 and the expansion of the patient population studied will likely result in a more precise molecular definition of the Down syndrome region.